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Overview

 Publishing as always

 New products and services, new business 

models 

 Evolving rights

Green and gold OA at NPG

 Permitting derivatives and commercial reuse

 Transitional? Hybrid? Mixed? Mega?





NPG was created in 2000 



The mission we still share…

THE object which it is proposed to attain by this periodical 
may be broadly stated as follows. It is intended 

 FIRST, to place before the general public the grand 
results of Scientific Work and Scientific Discovery ; and 
to urge the claims of Science to a more general 
recognition in Education and in Daily Life ; 

 And, SECONDLY, to aid Scientific men (sic)  
themselves, by giving early information of all advances 
made in any branch of Natural knowledge throughout the 
world, and by affording them an opportunity of 
discussing the various Scientific questions which arise 
from time to time. 



Innovation at NPG



Experimenting with business models  



Evolving rights 

 Copyright in the context of evolving technology

 Rights, licences; exclusivity

 Rebalancing rights across stakeholders

 Non-exclusivity: publishing moving away from a 

rights management business towards an author 

services industry? 



Time line of OA developments

2002           2003           2004           2005           2006           2007           2008           2009           2010 2011

January –

Launch of 

current NPG 

archiving 

policy

March –

Launch of 

MSB

April–

Launch of 

Nat Comms 

July –

Launch of 

Scientific 

Reports

December -

Hybrid 

model on 

EMBO 

Journal & 

EMBO 

Reports

December –

Introduction 

of Creative 

Commons 

Licence

January –

Launch of 

CCDis (first 

AJ OA spin-

off 

January –

Hybrid 

model for 10 

owned AJs + 

Molecular 

Therapy

Discontinue 

copyright 

transfer for 

research 

articles

2009-2010

Hybrid model 

for remaining 

owned AJs

License to 

publish 

introduced



NPG encourages self-archiving



NPG‟s Manuscript Deposition Service 

 Available on 43 journals (EJP)

 Authors opt in at submission, uploaded at acceptance

 Release date set for 6 months post-publication

 PMC contacts PI who confirms, generating NIHMS 

number

 NPG will deposit to any repository respecting the 

embargo, and capable of accepting build uploads 

(SWORD protocol, via EDINA)

 PMC first, but in discussions with Harvard, MIT etc



MDS depositing in PMC
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Making archived manuscripts more 

useful

Wellcome Trust wanted to see more 

manuscripts in the OA subset on UKPMC

 NPG supportive of reuse (eg in text mining, but 

not republication) 

 Need specific terms and conditions for reuse of 

archived manuscripts 





NPG’s summary terms for reuse of 

archived manuscripts

Users may view, print, copy, download and text 

and data-mine the content in such documents, 

for the purposes of academic research, subject 

always to the additional conditions set out in the 

full terms and conditions . 







Derivatives vs no derivatives



Will authors and funders pay higher 

APC‟s to permit commercial derivatives?





“Why I am disappointed with Nature 

Communications”

 Cameron Neylon, Science in the open.

 “At the centre of my problem is the use of a Creative 

Commons Attribution Non-commercial licence for the 

“Open Access” option. This doesn‟t qualify under the 

BBB declarations on Open Access publication and it 

doesn‟t qualify for the SPARC seal for Open Access. But 

does this really matter or is it just a side issue for a 

bunch of hard core zealots?”



Born hybrid
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The rise of the mega journals



Summary

 Open access publishing has become an established and accepted 
practice owing to technological developments and an associated 
shift in the balance of rights across the various stakeholder groups.

 NPG has developed a number of green and gold open access 
initiatives.

 Mandates and funding for open access are driving the increasing 
demand for OA publication. OA publishers are growing rapidly, 
although some commentators suggest the growth of OA should be 
quicker, as part of a full transition.     

 We continue to see a future where the costs of research publication 
can continue to be supported by diverse revenues – institutional site 
licenses, subscriptions, OA, advertising, reprints, etc – with OA 
taking up a greater proportion over time, possibly the majority.



What do you think?

 Transitional? Rapid? Total?

 Hybrid? OA an option? Hybrid as a solution?

Mixed? Subscription journals? Review journals, 

„news magazines‟? 

Mega journals? Database publishing? User 

ranking? The end of top tier titles?


